Ferroelectric thin films in fluidic environments: a new interface for sensing and manipulation of matter.
For decades ferroelectric thin films (FETFs) have been the focus of research and development for next-generation memory and semiconductor devices. FETFs are attractive because their polarization states are highly localized, stable, and switchable. These unique properties are also attractive for (bio)molecular sensing and separation applications. Polarization of both polymer and ceramic FETF results in the expression of a sustained high, non-Faradaic, surface charge density. If these surface charges are maintained in aqueous environments, then the resulting electrostatic forces should induce the formation of electrolyte gradients and aid in the localization of charged species to the surface. Recently, there has been a growing interest in the interfacial properties of FETFs, specifically how they interact with liquid or gaseous phases. Recent work has shown that the FETF polarization state affects adsorption from the gaseous phase, surface catalysis, and cell growth. Encouraged by these findings, the use of FETFs in aqueous environments is explored. After an introduction to FETFs, the growing body of literature on the FETF interface is reviewed, along with the limited number of studies demonstrating FETF function in gas and liquid environments. Finally, the exciting possibilities that FETFs could bring to interfacial engineering and lab-on-chip (LOC) device design is reviewed.